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Summary  
 

 Advice is a key component of any strategy for preventative spending. Good 
advice plays a key role in helping people to avoid serious problems and to 
diminish the impact of these problems when people reach crisis point. 
 

 Citizens advice bureaux achieve positive social outcomes for hundreds of 
thousands of clients each year by providing advice across a range of issues, 
including welfare, debt, employment, housing and utilities. For many clients, good 
advice has helped them to avoid negative outcomes such as homelessness, 
unemployment, bankruptcy, and mental health problems.  

 

 CAB in Scotland helped clients with almost 550,000 new issues in 2009/10 – 
almost 1,500 new issues for every day of the year. Over 270,000 clients brought 
new issues to a bureau over the year.   

 

 In 2009/10, citizens advice bureaux in Scotland achieved a financial gain of 
almost £116 million for clients based on funding of £14.8 million (including £6.8 
million in core funding). This means that clients were better of by £17 for each £1 
of core funding given to bureaux. 

 

Introduction 
 
“In essence, preventative spending aims to prevent negative social outcomes arising or 
attempts to eliminate or lessen the impact of such outcomes once they have arisen.” 
(Draft budget 2012-13 call for evidence paper) 
 
1. Citizens advice bureaux have been achieving this aim for clients in Scotland for a 

number of decades. Advice plays a key role in helping people to avoid serious 
problems and to diminish the impact of such problems when people reach a crisis 
point. Bureaux are funded to provide this role for hundreds of thousands of clients 
every year.  

 
2. Advice is therefore a key component of any strategy for preventative spending. 

Good advice can prevent outcomes that are expensive for the public purse and are 
disastrous for the person and families experiencing them, such as homelessness, 
poor mental health, bankruptcy, and unemployment. Investment in advice saves 
public money and leads to positive outcomes for clients.  

 



3. Citizens advice bureaux are experts in dealing with the client’s situation as a whole, 
rather than one problem in isolation. Advisers will ensure that clients are claiming all 
the benefits that they are entitled to; will help clients to make benefit claims or 
manage problems in payments; and they can represent clients at employment 
tribunals or eviction hearings; as well as negotiate with creditors and help clients 
access debt remedies.  

 
4. In 2009/10, citizens advice bureaux in Scotland achieved a financial gain of almost 

£116 million for clients based on funding of £14.8 million (including £6.8 million in 
core funding). This means that clients were better of by £17 for each £1 of core 
funding given to bureaux. As well as achieving better social outcomes, advice 
leads to better financial outcomes for clients. 

 
Debt and money advice 
 
5. Citizens advice bureaux help thousands of people each year to address their debt 

problems. Debt advice can be essential for many who are desperate for help with 
their finances and can be the difference between staying in your home and 
becoming homeless; and between a cycle of debt and creditor harassment and 
being helped to find a remedy to your debts. In 2010/11, based on statistical returns 
from 85% of CAB, bureaux dealt with 15,491 new debt cases worth over £220 
million.  
 

6. Just over £2 million in funding was provided to these bureaux specifically to provide 
debt advice (around 14% of total bureau funding in Scotland). 120 staff provided 
dedicated debt advice in citizens advice bureaux in 2010/11, amounting to 2,798 
hours of work each week. The client financial gain as a result of debt advice was 
over £66 million – an average gain for clients of almost £4,300 per new debt case.  

 
7. Bureaux received funding of £132 per new debt case in 2010/11, but the financial 

gain for clients per debt case was almost £4,300. For every £1 that was funded 
for debt advice, clients received a financial gain of almost £33.  

 
8. Citizens Advice Scotland is now delivering face-to-face Money Advice Sessions 

across Scotland on behalf of the Money Advice Service to help people take charge 
and stay in control of their money. This new service does not replace current CAB 
debt advice provision but provides preventative money advice to ensure that people 
do not get into crisis situations, by enabling them to make the right financial 
decisions before a crisis is reached. 

 
9. A number of studies have found that advice is good for the health of those 

experiencing debt problems. A Ministry of Justice paper1 on the impact of debt 
advice found that those receiving debt advice reported positive changes in terms of 
their health and wellbeing, with most finding it easier to carry on living a normal life 
and spending less time worrying.  

                                            
1
 Ministry of Justice (2007), Twelve months later:does advice help? The Impact of Debt Advice 



Welfare advice 
 
10. CAB in Scotland advised on 188,969 benefit issues in 2009/10 – over 500 new 

issues for every day of the year. Alongside debt advice, helping people with their 
benefit entitlement, applications, and appeals is a key component of the advice that 
the service provides. As a result of advice, bureaux ensure that thousands of clients 
who were not receiving their benefit entitlement, or were experiencing problems 
with their application, were better off by millions of pounds. This advice, and the 
financial benefits stemming from it, has positive social outcomes for the client, their 
family, and the wider economy.  
 

11. CAB represented clients at over 3,300 benefit tribunals in 2010/11 with 63% of 
tribunals finding in favour of the claimant. This work resulted in a financial gain of 
over £12 million for clients.  

 
12. Research for Glasgow City Council2 shows the positive outcomes that welfare 

rights services achieve for the community. The study found that the £10.8 million of 
additional benefit payments generated by the activities of welfare rights services in 
Glasgow created the total of 258 additional jobs across Scotland.  

 
13. The New Economics Foundation (NEF) has developed a ‘local multiplier tool’ to 

provide an indicator of the impact on local economies of sources and destinations 
of local expenditure. Using this tool, Ambrose and Stone estimated that a multiplier 
effect of 1.7 (viewed as a conservative estimate) operates as the economic benefit 
of client financial gain from increased benefit take up. Using this multiplier, the client 
financial gain of £12 million from benefit tribunals would have had a benefit of over 
£20 million to local economies. Far from being a drain on the public purse, advice 
on benefit entitlements has wide benefits for the local and national economy.3 

 
Access to Justice  
 
14. Citizens advice bureaux provide support and representation for clients with many 

legal issues, including benefit tribunals, employment tribunals, small claims cases, 
and repossession proceedings. The number of tribunals in which CAB provided 
representation increased to over 4,000 in 2010/11 – an increase of 87% since 
2009/10. The number of court/tribunal documents prepared by CAB more than 
doubled to over 16,000 in 2010/11. This increase in representation was mainly 
driven by a 58% in the number of welfare tribunals at which an adviser provided 
representation. The client was succesful in 63% of these tribunals.  
 

15. The financial gain for clients as a result of bureau representation and assistance 
was £14,169,788 in 2010/11 – an average financial gain of £2,666 per client. It is 

                                            
2
 Fraser of Allander Institute (2003), The Impact of Welfare Spending on the Glasgow Economy 

3
 National Association of Welfare Rights Advisors (2006), The Benefits of Welfare Rights Advice: A 

Review of the Literature 



likely that many of these clients would have struggled to access justice without the 
assistance of the bureau.  

 
Conclusion 
 
16. Advice is an essential component of any preventative spending strategy. 

Investment in advice services ultimately saves the public purse money, and many 
thousands of clients from disastrous outcomes, by keeping people in their homes, 
helping them to access justice, and finding solutions to their unmanageable debt 
problems. A strategy for preventative spending must include the work that advice 
agencies undertake each and every day to help thousands of clients.  
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